Welcome to our first issue of the Home Care & Hospice Foundation of Pike County’s Quarterly Newsletter.

The newsletter will notify you of upcoming events, major purchases made with Foundation funds, an update on our building fund and a quarterly donation list. With this being our first newsletter, all donations given in 2009 are listed.

We welcome your suggestions and comments regarding Foundation activities and newsletter topics. Feel free to contact us.

Foundation News

Donations to the Home Care & Hospice Foundation of Pike County are used in various ways.

Currently, we sponsor a $1,000 scholarship awarded annually to a high school graduate seeking a nursing career.

The Foundation purchases “Journeys”, a pamphlet that explains about dealing with grief. The pamphlet is given to Hospice patient families monthly for a year after the patient passes away.

We conduct a Memorial Service annually to honor Hospice patients throughout the years.

Every year at Thanksgiving, the volunteers prepare a Thanksgiving dinner for Hospice patients and families.

We also hold dinners for the volunteers, offer bereavement care to give caregivers time to care for themselves.

As equipment is needed to better patient care, the Foundation is there to help.

In the past, we have purchased a scooter, a lift chair and wheelchairs to enhance the comfort of our patients’ everyday routine.

Most recently, the Foundation approved purchasing a generator for a Home Health patient.

We also approved purchasing equipment and supplies to obtain protime/INR results. Now it is only a small finger stick compared to the previous procedure of performing a venipuncture.

A New Administrator is Hired

Justin Selle has been selected Administrator of the Pike County Health Department, Home Care & Hospice and assumed his duties on November 2nd.

Selle, a Hannibal native earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in Communications/Journalism from Truman State University and is presently working on a Masters in Business Administration with an emphasis in Healthcare, to be completed in March 2010.

Selle and his wife, Leslie will be relocating to Pike County from St. Paul, Missouri.
Building Project

On September 1st, we officially embarked on a Capital Campaign to raise funds for a new facility to house all the programs and services provided by the Pike County Health Department, Home Care & Hospice. Administration, board and staff have long recognized the need for a facility that combines the services and staff of the organization. Currently, we operate out of two separate locations, one of which is the former county jail. There are issues with space to provide health education services for the clients, and a lack of space for staff and records. Both existing facilities were constructed in the mid-to-late 1800s and have been identified as having asbestos and lead paint. Because of the nature of our services and the high traffic of children and older adults in the clinics, it is imperative that an environmentally safe facility be constructed.

What’s New with the Project?

July 2009, 2 acres for a building were identified. One acre of land was donated by Jim and Ron Henke and one acre was purchased through building fund donations. These two acres are located on Pike 312 just behind the new Walmart.

We want to raise 1 million dollars. We will raise this money through grants, fundraisers and individual donations.

A kick-off event was held at Eagle’s Bluff on September 25th. The event was to explain the services Pike County Health Department, Home Care & Hospice offers the community. Various ways residents can lend a helping hand within this project were presented.

Morton Buildings, Inc. has been hired as the General Contractor for this project. Bids will be taken for the inside work of the building.

 Volunteers at Work...

Currently we have 21 Hospice Volunteers doing a variety of tasks for the agency. They sit with patients, do clerical work and prepare food for our patients and families—just to name a few.

The Volunteers decided to take it one step further and challenge themselves to raise $10,000 for the building fund.

On September 12th at Heritage Days in Bowling Green, the Volunteers held a Cake Walk and raised $500!

On September 20th, “Pike County’s Got Talent” was showcased. The Volunteers brought in $4000 with this event!

The Volunteers are currently selling 2010 Pike County Calendars for $10 each. The calendars have beautiful scenery pictures from the county. To pick yours up, feel free to contact the office at (573) 324-2111.

We are very proud to have such a wonderful group of volunteers giving us so much of their time to enhance our services.
Donations (continued)

Bill and Linda Colbert
Mike Betts Family
Mac Betts Family
John Lynn
Butch and Carolyn Sanderson
In Memory of Roger Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Omtaundra
Joe and Joanne Smith
Clark and Bert Pointar
James and Charis Griffith
In Memory of Shirley Ann Stone Leggatt
David and Janet Robinson
In Memory of Florence Lowrey
David and Janet Robinson
In Memory of George Long
Jackie Sovka & Karen
Charles Blackburn
Carolee Aldrick
Dicky and Meredith Koch & Kerrie
Robert and Dorothy Sach
Ralph and Marke Nieumeyer
Pike County Democratic Club
Don and Sherry McCarty
Elizabeth and Jason Lott
Rick and Joyce Standridge
Barbara Fuflong
Kathy Stewart
Chris and Alicia Standridge
Scott and Lauren Hunt
Gary and Linda Althiser
Lloyd and Alia Althiser
Troy and Kelly Hunt
Bob Fritz
David and Betty Hollenber
Roman Grote Family
Jr. and Donna Rich Grote & family
Chris and Shera Grote
Cary Bihb
Danny and Pam Detes
Charles Johnson & Twila
Joe and Kathleen Hurst
Larry and Linda Willimbrink
Ed and Daylina Pennington
Fred and Phyllis Braubiehl
Roger and Shirley Holland Family
Ronnie and Phyllis Smilker Family
Gerald and Penny Laubrecht
Dale and Sue Bowen
Fern Grote
Lem and Judy Wells
Ron and June Opal
Michael and Madonna Milosovich
Walt and Betty Angel
Randy and Sharon Duters
Marlon Millan
Joe Butler
Jamie Wilson
Joe and Stephanie Klott
Gary and Mary Obemar
Fred and Mary Carol Nieumeyer
Eugene and Sandy Korte
Ann Scarlott
James and Frances Bigott
Ken, Kemy, Debby and Pam Hollad Family
Virginia and Bernadette Scherder
Cimmy Long
Lavona Long
Tony and Doris Twelfman
Mike and Delora Grote & family
Julie Breton
Ken Holland
George and Elizabeth Breton
Fred and Carol Giannini
Cathy Scherder
Bevrolla Off
Sam and Pam Meier
Doug and Kathy Susko
Dennis and Cynthia Cappel
Curt and Cathy Mitchell
Mike and and Lisa Sheppler
W.R. and Marilyn Wilson & family
Dean, Stephanie, Joe, Connor and Matthew
Marshall
Justin and Myria Knight
Rebecca Glenn
The Moss Family
The Bill Jackson Family
Frank and Shirley Dettes
Paul Mooney
Leffey and Margie Vogel
Bonnie Ingram
Hurray and Joyce Sieger
Margie Funeral Home
Beau and Mary Dineen
Ross and Anne McKinstry
Crossroads General Store
Brendy and Julie Foster
Pike County Fair Association, Inc.
In Memory of Viola Long
Stephen and Vicki Hauff
Marlene Miller
Melba Brem
John Friesen
Katherine Wilson
Lucile Lindsay
Edgar and Sally Lindsay
Sally Davidson
Kenneth Holland
Hollie Holland
Sharon Holland
Larry and Patty Maddox
Gerald and Lavona Long
In Memory of Alker Love
David and Janice Robinson
Willard and Nellie Wamksy
Lillian Blackwell
In Memory of John Melcher
Jack and Lavonne Stumbaugh
In Memory of John and Ruth McIlroy
William and Sandy Hill
In Memory of Dorothy Meulens
Rex and Cyndy Bradley
Bill and Nada McIlroy
Audrey and Wade McFarland
Jefferson Bank of Missouri
Larry and Kathleen Iwema
In Memory of Emma Lou Milliner
David and Annette Dixon
Jomme and Helen Terpen
John and Marge Gray
Laura Terpen
David and Janice Robinson
Robert Turpin
Ed and Daylone Pennington
Naemie and Harry Elder
John and Biny Currey
Bonna Mendenoux
In Memory of Lena Miller
Willard and Nellie Wamksy
In Memory of Ivene Stites
Shirley Powell
In Memory of Larry Moore
Joe and Frankie Branstetter
In Memory of Jean Murphy
Bob Hickerson
Ann and John Ryan
Linda Scherder
In Memory of Dorothy Newberry
David and Janice Robinson
W. Ben and Charlotte Griffin
In Memory of Aimee Page
Vermon and Joyce Gallaher
Wade and Kim Gun
Leroy and Tom Stark
Joan and Bill Birch
Margaret Birch
Blanche and Buddy Wight
Candace and Carl Sterling
Dick Hodges
Jim and Helen Pratt
Sharon Hodges
W.K. Malary
Jack and Janie Halsey
Corrine Utterback
Mr. and Mrs. James Turley
Iomie and Helen Turpe
In Memory of Grace Paragon
Ray Paragon
In Memory of Carl and Elizabeth Penn
Carolyn Smith and Dow Smith Horst
In Memory of Mary Sue Perkins
Willard and Nellie Wamksy
In Memory of Lee Peterson
Russell and Cato Ramrod
Barbara Gooden
Bill and Ina Mae Gue
Bob and Donna Novel
Billy Knuck, Jr.
Pike County Memorial Hospital
Carolyn Smith and Dow Smith Horst
Richard and Millie Kelly
John and Mary Dragun
Ann Ann Sennen
In Memory of Ann Pyzik
Caras and Maryanne Pers
Tohn Hall
Chris and Jame Efferney
Barbara Copeland
Ann and Bill Colleen
Bruce Griffith
Robert and Nancy Doza
Emily Hamilton
Bonnie Epperson
Shirley Powell
In Memory of Susan Alice Rant
Dennia Morrison
Millie Kelly
Charles Frederick and Kitty Sparks
Joan Ranty
In Memory of Gertrude Riffe
Joe and Frankie Branstetter
Crossroads General Store
David and Janice Robinson
In Memory of Alberta Robinson
David and Janice Robinson
In Memory of Robert Robinson
William and Nellie Wamksy
In Memory of Joe Shepherd
Auxiliary to the Creekwater Firefighters Local 1108
In Memory of A.J. and Minnie Shields
Bill and Imogene Bohringer
In Memory of Iaitha Shinns
Linda Leyland
Bryce Butler
Kalli Co. Health Department Employees
Arthur and Wilia Reid
Shirley Henderson
Putt Creme
Gary and Mary Oberman
John Stanley and Sharnie Hasty
Daryne and Jerem Arns
Runna Elsley
Children of Iaitha Shinns
Lillian Blackwell
Elizabeth Bowens
Linda Ellis
Bonnie Mendonoux
Joyce Megowan
In Memory of Kenny Shinns
Carroll and Maxine Grote
Gus and Rich Edmond
Steve, Leslie, Rachel and Cole Niemeyer
Sandra Contable
The Topheaka Kids
Butch and Carolyn Sanderson
The Bams Family
In Memory of Oron Stud's Wood's Smoaked Meats
In Memory of Terry Sims
Galen and Freds Johnson
In Memory of Charles Sisson
Manie Baker and Family
Clask of 1963
In Memory of Cassie Sisson
Marion and Jackie Brusteneet
Ralph and Marke Nieumeyer
Elizabeth Bowens
Linda Korte
Rhonda Bybee
Joyce Gallacher
Daniel Foussmans
Carol Lovell
Bob Hickerson
Margret Maud
Howard and Diane Collins
Clarenta Timley
Tony and Doris Twelfman
In Memory of Tom Skillman
Marion and Jackie Brusteneet
Matt, Ken and Ben Canehon
Lisa Schreider
Carl and Charonette Hirst
Doug and Herb Skillman
Scott and Dawn Mullins
Mary and Wendell Berry
Kim, Brady, Rachel and Sum Wilis
Bob and Sandy Sealy
Davidence and Ash
Philip and Peggy Bibb
Bill and Jan Caldwell
Join and Michelle Larson
In Memory of Eileen Smith
Joyce and Linda Pace
In Memory of Jim Spencer
Tom and Lee Ann Packert
Gay and Fremon Elgin
Irene Mikesell
Jack and Baby Alchizer
Charles and Jean Pratt
Rita and Jim Reamer
Alice Ford
Mabel Womble
Put Sterne
Robert and Carolene Harple
John and Charlotte Wood
Irene Griffith
Mr. and Mrs. Bland Kennedy, Jr.
Mrs. Grace Fritz
George and Judi Green
In Memory of Gaida Sudderth
David and Janice Robinson
Sue Ruther
John and Linda Harmon
Residants of Lynn's Heritage House
Clifford and Barbara Colbert
Joe and Frankie Brusteneet
Karl and Tim Dewey
Cari Owen
Monica and Simon Barcher
Stephen Cooper
John and Marge Gray
Bill and Nora Wilson
Glenn Singleton
Bonnie Hummert
In Memory of Pat Swanson
Bob Fritz
David and Janice Robinson
William Leverington
Dayle and Edyrene Pennington
Sam and Roberts Kilby
Joace Woods
Mary Alice Logan
Galen and Freds Johnson
John and Connie Browning
Lucy and Billy Shappley
Kelly and Brandon Breminck
Sop and Tony Sheppard
Denise and Tony Gwender
Karl and Tina Dewey
In Memory of Malcolm Paul Taylor
Jack and Lavonne Stumbaugh
In Memory of George Tapen
David and Janet Robinson
John Hayes
William and Nellie Wamksy
In Memory of Jamie Trower Marke Thomas
Bill and Imogene Bohringer
In Memory of Marjorie Reading Thornton
Oke and Jimmy Thornton
Sharon Thomas
In Memory of James Turley
David and Janet Robinson
In Memory of R.R. Turpin
William and Nellie Wamksy
Launa Turpin
In Memory of Opal Ulgy
Bobby and Peggy Garven
David and Janet Robinson
Gary and Paul Richardson & family
Fred Rothman and Theresa Rotten
Kelly and Elaine Hefner Family
Robby Dobbleare
Brent and Kris Miller & family
Mr. and Mrs. Buck Elliot
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pratt, Jr.
Mrs. Mary Capber
Mr. and Mrs. Don Radford
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Awerste
John Sisson
Billy and Julie Boston & family
Miltch and Shirley Maltabe
Diane Chandler
Naom McDaid
Tod and Mary Colbert
Russell and Harratt Barber & Heather
Chris and Roy Kenneth
Wayne Garrett
Lois Clark
Jeff and Jennifer Calvin
Tom Booklet
John and Connie Browning
Virginia and Linn Smith
Rita and Wayne Baker
Diane and Rodney Todd
Mary Nell and Kermit McFarland
Darlene and Alfred Baumann
Peggy and Bill Miller
Sylvia and Monroe Elliott
Robben and Jeff Elmore
Janet and Steve Hall
Joe and Lillian Cook
Joe and Yolanda Gray
Chris and Elaine Gray
Ray and Shirley Love
Pikes Club
Betty Love
William and Barb Swames
William and 10 Perkins
In Memory of Floyd and Helen Vaughn
Jack and Lavonne Stumbaugh
In Memory of Bill and Ed Welch
Jim and Shirley Howland
In Memory of Gary Wendel
John and Norma Jean Mullin
Paul and Wanda Hanson
Tom Grose
Ed and Vicki Feldman
Vernon and Joyce Gamm
Jeff and Angie Aradi
Ingram Plumbing
Willard and Nellie Wamksy
In Memory of Bud Willard
William and Barry Richard
In Memory of Ada White
David and Mary Lou Tucker
Theresa红色
Vernon and Joyce Gamm
Wendy Sloan
Scott Apsey, Inc.
Paul and Bonnie Stone
Gilbert Watts
Linda Leyland
Jenz and Nyla Christensen
Joxann and Rebecka Czech
Jim and Shirley Howland
Dorothy Cokham
Betty Anderson
In Memory of Bill White
Jack and Lavonne Stumbaugh
Sherry Powell
In Memory of Opal White
Sam and Roberta Kilby
In Memory of Bill and Ed Welch
Crossroads General Store
In Memory of Eleanor Wilson
D.J. and Annette Allenworth
Pat Sterne
Donations (continued)

General Donations
- Church of Christ
- Betty Scherder
- Carol and Maxine Grote
- Clay and JoEllen Storch
- Sandra Swon
- Carroll and Maxine Grote
- Floyd and Elaine Dameron
- Harold and Susan Brewer
- Keith and Karen Kieffer
- In Memory of Dick Fanning
- Jim and Talley Saucier
- Dick and Betty Miller
- John T. Hays
- Erma Tucker
- In Memory of Harry Dillon
- Doris Flood
- In Memory of Mark Black
- Dick and Betty Miller
- Jim and Helen Pratt
- In Memory of Gloria Blackwell
- Robert and Barbara Phillips
- David and Janice Robinson
- In Memory of Bob Rland
- Doris and Stephanie Walker
- In Memory of L. L. Broyles
- Argil and Ann Ellison
- In Memory of Les Brown
- Claudia Wells
- In Memorium of David Brown
- John and Kim Potter
- Richard and Sherry Ellis
- Dayna Saucier
- In Memory of Mable Clarke
- Sue and Bobby Dye
- In Memory of Larry Clark
- Dick and Betty Miller
- In Memory of Erma Robinson Clingin
- David and Janice Robinson
- Gene and Florence Robinson
- Sharon Van Hooser
- Ernestine Mitchell
- In Memory of Ruth Cordes
- Bob and Annette Parsons
- In Memory of Harry Dillon
- Ema Tucker
- In Memory of Bob Dixon
- Jim and Helen Pratt
- John T. Hays
- In Memory of Pearl Dryden
- Dick and Betty Miller
- In Memory of Art Dunston
- Jim and Talley Saucier
- In Memory of Dick Fanning
- Keith and Karen Kofler
- Harold and Susan Brewer
- Floyd and Elaine Dameron
- Melvin Chermall
- Bob and Stephanie Meyer
- Carol and Maxine Grote
- Sandra Swon
- Willey and Myrna Trower
- David and Denise Ash
- Rayton and Fullen Storch
- Jim and Judy Wells
- Don and Sheila Storer
- Walter and Kim Gamm
- Louise and Don Hunter
- Michael and Donna Colbert
- Bob and Deb Ingram
- Ryne, Whitney, Derek and Katrina Ingram
- Dwight and Nancy Clanton
- Jeff, Beth, Jaylin and Shawna Rose Huffman
- Ed and Regina Woods
- Mel and Valerie Kottman
- LeRoy and Margie Vogel
- Larry and Sherry Robinson
- Marian and Larry Jackson
- Danny and Karen Lewis
- Jim and Talley Saucier
- Adam and Jill Town
- Don and Joyce Bibb
- Betty Karr
- Jerry and Mary Weber
- Betty and Matinee Levallen
- Jerry and Janice Cox
- Diane and Irvin Foster
- George and Pauline Tepinke
- Tom and Pats Williams
- David Wendel, Betty Jo Wendel, and Kim Gamm
- Deana Ebbi
- Mary Boshun
- Mike, Lois, Kyle and Matt Wirtl
- Matt, Kim and Ben Chance
- Mike and Debra Bets
- Shane and Heather Betts & family
- Gary and Rhonda Dolfans
- Greg and Nancy Dolfans
- Jerry and Susan Gamm
- Charles and Bernice Schuenkrenk
- Jim and Karen Tipton
- Fern Gamm
- Richard and Amber Mueller
- Class of ’91
- Ken and Gail Leonard
- Lorena Harden
- Chris Leonard
- Toby, Bobby and Joann Bribbt
- In Memory of Marilyn Finley
- Joann Browce & family
- In Memory of Don Gray
- Argil and Ann Ellison
- In Memory of Roger Goy
- Argil and Ann Ellison
- In Memory of Lela Beth Griffith
- Curt and Cathy Mitchell
- Buzz and Mary Ann Lovell
- In Memory of Melvin Griffith
- David and Janice Robinson
- Curt and Cathy Mitchell
- Bob and Annette Parsons
- In Memory of Kenny Grote
- In Memory of Talley Saucier
- Hazel Woren
- Ray and Nadine Lawson
- Sue Rauler
- LeRoy and Marigie Vogel
- In Memory of Samuel Hamilton
- Ed and Regina Woods
- Bob, Pati Ringhausen
- LeRoy and Joyce Perkins
- In Memory of R. D. Hammett
- Duran and Stephanie Walker
- Dick and Betty Miller
- In Memory of Lavy Hanne
- Joann Scott
- In Memory of G.A. Harlinger
- Sue Rauler
- In Memory of Jay Hartwell
- Greg and Donna Ellison
- In Memory of Glenn Judson
- Nashur and Joyce Spiegel
- In Memory of Everett Johnston
- Paul Miser
- Floyd and Sherry Brannister
- In Memory of Walter Keith
- Okey and Jeanne Thornton
- Sharon Thomas
- In Memory of K.A. Keithley
- Jim and Helen Pratt
- In Memory of Gene Land
- Argil and Ann Ellison
- Greg and Donna Ellion
- Claudia Wells
- Jim and Sally Allen
- Cyril and Christine Heintzelman
- David Asbridge
- Lizzy Harris
- Ed and Penny Kampfer
- Bonnie Brannister
- Linda Buek
- R.L and协会e Knignt
- Helen Meuller
- Cindy Melder
- Randy and Dennis Morris
- Terry Fisher
- Carl Riley
- Denny Rios
- Gail Knight
- Dauno Cobb
- Dan and Theresa Hewitt
- Bill and Judy Susan
- Tina Shook
- Fred Schender
- Bob and Gaul Cashman
- Ray and Nadine Lawson
- In Memory of Lilly Madden
- Eula Memorial Auxiliary
- In Memory of Dorothy Meyers
- In Honor of Margot Fadd’s Farewell
- Susan Overseolved
- In Memory of Dorothy Newberry
- Mary Coper
- Dick and Betty Miller
- In Memory of Alma Page
- Mary Coper
- Stuart and Jo-Ellen Levens
- Dick and Betty Miller
- In Memory of Grace Pargen
- Vera Dixon
- In Memory of Sam Phillips
- McKe’s Pantry
- Dick and Betty Miller
- In Memory of Bob and Mary Reynolds
- Darren and Stephanie Walker
- In Memory of Alberta Robinson
- Argil and Ann Ellison
- Claudia Wells
- In Memory of William Bucherney
- Robert and Barbera Phillips
- Dick and Betty Miller
- In Memory of Alfred Sallen
- Jane Saltin
- Jim and Mary Jo Bar
- In Memory of Fred Schumbach
- David and Janice Robinson
- In Memory of Inatha Shin
- Jim and Helen Pratt
- In Memory of Kenny Shin
- Jim and Talley Saucier
- In Memory of Tom Skillman
- Argil and Ann Ellison
- In Memory of Eisenhower Smith
- David and Janice Robinson
- Buzz and Mary Ann Lovell
- In Memory of Jim Spencer
- David and Janice Robinson
- Richard and Patty Brumrell
- Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Poyster
- Curt and Cathy Mitchell
- Louise Clark
- In Memory of Gladys St. Clair
- Edwin and Jane Ann McGeorge
- In Memory of Gladys Suddarth
- Jennifer and Sherry Epstein
- Dick and Betty Miller
- In Memory of Pat Swass
- Buzz and Mary Ann Lovell
- In Memory of George Tepin
- Sue Rauler
- In Memory of Kathy Tinsley
- Jim and Talley Saucier
- In Memory of Kevin Ward
- Dick and Betty Miller
- In Memory of Allen Welch
- Dick and Betty Miller
- In Memory of Gary Wendel
- David Evans
- Bev Gamm
- Clint and Lisa Pitzer
- Guv and Irene King
- Joyce Megown
- Tony and Dennis Tewellin
- Virginia and Ben Scherdor
- David and Janice Robinson
- Stephanie Winkel
- Roger and Jamie Brown
- Mr. and Mrs. Herman Scherdor
- Robert and Barbara Phillips
- Jim and Mary Jo Bar
- Mark and Amy Folkins
- Alan and Lynda Leebeers
- Jr. and Sharon Van Hooser
- Bill and Trudy Shaw
- Larry and Virginia Finley
- Jim and Talley Saucier
- Jim and Johan Shohren
- Lauren and Joan Sattan
- Ruth Hendriks
- Carollel and Terrie Cannon
- Darrell and Linda Hemberson
- Bill Crue Family
- Edward Lewett
- Robert and JoAnn Cannon
- Fern Grote
- Wendy Summers
- Lern and Judy Wells
- Francois Bogert
- Brian and Jennifer Schumacher
- Ron and Jane Ogden
- LeRoy and Marigie Vogel
- Amel Nienmeyer
- Carroll and Marianne Grote
- Brian and Jill Kuchinski
- Vick Kiril and Mike Fabian
- Luke and Kristin Moran
- Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hiley
- Mr. and Mrs. David Hiley
- Rick and Sherry Ellis
- Darline Sexton
- In Memory of Baell West
- Jim and Talley Saucier
- In Memory of Ada White
- Erna Tacket

General Donations
- Shane Martin
- Angela Silvey
- Elizabeth Mattison
- Don and Beverly Borgeson
- Ed and Charlotte Lawson
- Stephanie Alderson
- Kelsey Meyer
- Jim Dain
- John Wesley Chamberlain Foundation
- Antimute and John Broke
- Amy Hashid
- Angela Silvey
- LuAnn Meyor
- Jane Fawng
- Watts
- Angela Silvey
- Lyndell Askern
- Rick Nuyshiy
- Paul Burtly
- Charline Wool
- Juan
- Carol Knight
- Jane Fawng
- Hazel Morrison
- Annette Malm
- Shery Kay Zamwalt
- Jeff and Cynthia Browning
- Cindy Ricks
- Barbara Leverenz
- Dalfon & Associates
- Kim Gamm
- Shelia Supp
- Angela Silvey
- Frank Labeck
- The People’s Tribune
- Heather Buchaman
- Cindy Ricks
- Tinsley McShane
- Shier Jess
- Vass Girad
- Jim and Jeannie Spencer
- A.C. Spencer
- Angela Silvey
- Betty Kerr
- Frank Barnhart
- Fred Schender
- Kay⊓
Mission Statement

The Mission of Pike County Health Department, Home Care & Hospice is to promote safety, wellness and comfort for our community by providing quality care and preventive services so that all may experience a healthy, fulfilling and meaningful life.

History

The agency has a long history of providing preventive and health care services to Pike County residents. Public Health services have been provided since the 1950s, with Medicare/Medicaid Home Health services added in 1969. In 1993, Hospice was founded.